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Popular Culture for a New Southeast Asian Studies?

7
POPUTAR CULTURE TOR A NEW
SOUTHEAST ASIAN STUDIES?

cultural fows to the future of a locally based area studies of the regi
its people and its historical trajectory, as one possible form of successor
the old Southeast Asian Studies from the Cold War era.
Unlike most analyses of prominent Southeast Asian Studies in ot
regions, we are faced with a rather limited range of locally publisl
and accessible ideas when examining the case within the otherwise r
intellectual traditions of the region itself. Instead of foilowing the us
practice of looking back to milestones, key texts, authors, and deb:

of area studies in the past, local conditions have led me to focus on
present potentials and possible future. Instead of confining the select
of materials for analysis to published academic works on locally produ
Southeast Asian Studies, I take the liberry to consider various non-acadel
materials, especially popular cultural products that bear witness ro the ferv

Ariel Heryanto

INTRODUCTION
of a locally based Southeast Asian Studies in
necessarily takes a different approach and
ihapter
th. ,r."i furure, this
other chapters. For political and historical
of
the
framework from most
reasons, Southeast Asian Studies, as we know it today, has for the past several
Focusing on the prospecr

decades had its major centres of excellence half a globe away from Southeast

Asia, no rrratrer how one might define the region. \rith the exception of
Singapore, formal training and research in southeast Asian studies in the
..g[r, *r. fairly new and small in size and impact in comparison both to
,crde*ic activities in other fields of enquiry, as well as in comparison to
area studies in several counrries outside the region. understandably, most
historical analysis of area studies has referred largely to key texts, ideas,
\Mhile such an exercise is highly
persons and institutions from other regions.
ud,l"ble, it raises a number of intellectual, political and ethical issues as I

have explored them elsewhere (Heryanto 2002). Building on that article,
I wish io consider below the prospecrs for a home-grown Southeast Asian
Studies in the rwenry-first century, and speculate what such studies might
look like. I must admit from the start, I do not have any ready answers
ro rhese important yet difficult questions. However, I hope this modest

arrempr is a worrhy step. More specifically, this is a preliminary attemPt
to consid.r the initial and poterrtial contribution of intra-Asian popular
226

of contemporary cross-regional networks, offering one potential basis
a future region-based area studies. Needless to say' such an approact
far from adequate. It is my hope, nonetheless, that the discussion bel
shows persuasively that post-Cold \Var areas studies has no or little chc
but to go beyond its "regnant paradigm" (McVey 1995, p. 6) of the p'
especially if it is to survive this century and particularly in the regi
itself. It is neither possible nor desirable for a home-grown Southeast As
Studies to produce a replica of the exemplary models from the colonial ;
Cold \Var eras. Southeast Asian Studies in the present and future canr

afford to overlook the vibrant development of new media and popu
cukures. Substantial sections in the middle of this chapter will be devo
specifically to a close examination of samples of what such cross-regio
cultural flows look like and how they may be helpful in the formation
a locally-based area studies.
I will look at some of the dominant streams in the recent intra-regio
popular cultural products, of which the so-called "Korean \rave" is a salit
part. To complement that discussion, I will examine selected alternat
samples of intra-regional popular cultural circulation that are politica
sensitive to majoriry grouPs in the region' I refer to ethniciry and religi
in Singapore, Indonesia and Malaysia. Both the dominant and the alterr

tive intra-regional popular cultural flows in this new millennium sigr
new desires and anxieties among millions of people in this politically a
economically dynamic region as they attempt to redefine their self-idendti
and also a common commitment to embrace a modernity that better I
their specific, if diverse and fluid, historical circumstances and aspiratic
for their future. AII these new developmenrs require reconsideration r
only ofthe selected conrenrs or exrernal conrexrs ofSoutheast Asian stud
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from the past century, but

also its dominant presuppositions, and its overall

structural and defining framework.

AREA STUDIES RECONSIDERED
Centuries old commerciai, religious, artistic and political links among the
various states and people of what is cutrently called Southeast Asia have
been well documented. However, until various colonial powers established
the territorial boundaries of what are now different independent nationstates in Southeast Asia, the formal and systematic studies of the region
have not taken the shape as we know them today. The colonial experience
left a wealth of strong social and political legacies that persist in the contWar in
remporary sociai dynamics of these independent nations. The Cold
the second half of the tu.entieth century gave rise to new imaginary and
sponsored activities that grouped together some of these nation-states called
Southeast Asia as i[ they constituted one bounded "region". Seen frorn this
perspective, Southeast fuian Studies was to an important extent a by-product
of these extelnal folces, predicated on the assumption that Southeast Asia
was arguably a region with sufficient unity for a viable and distinct unit
of analysis that wat'ranted a special category in the ac:rdemy. Scholars in
Southeast Asian Studies often had difficulry defending their special cluster
of acadernic activities when questioned by their colleagues from the more
esrablished academic disciplines. \7hat at first looked like a fiction (that is
Southeast Asia as a bounded regional unit) became a relatively successlul
realiry partly through (in other words "southeast Asia" as a bounded regional
unit) the activities oF the people and the states in this tegion.
The fact that the centres of exceiience in institutionalized Southeast
Asian Studies during the Cold \Var were located outside the region, and
were Euro- or Americau-centric, has been weil documented and needs no
further review (Emrnerson 1984; Rafael 1994; Reynolds 1995). Observers
have also noted that since the late 1990s, and with the end of the Cold
\Var, many thing-s have changed rapidly, giving some hope for the rise of
locaily-based Southeast Asian Studies at a time when such studies elsewhere
had suff-ered major curs iu governmental and societal suPPott with dire
consequences to the enterprise (Reid 1999 Heryanto 2002). Two of the
most recent related forces th:rt have transformed the region are new media
technology and industrial capitalist expansiou. These new forces have the
capacity to help integrate the legion much better than any conscious efforts
made b1, tl-re political elite of the region. Horvevet, one must quickly add
that the folces of the market and the new media wer€ not necessarily a
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good thing for everyone in the region, as they are never meant to be.
is also worth noting that the new media might not have been so effectir
in integrating the region until they were accompanied by the recent boot
in the production, circulation and consumption of popular culture acro.
the national borders of North, East and Southeast Asia. Ironically, th
took place not long after the infamous 7997 econonic crisis and ir-r tt
early 2000s.'
As Southeast Asian Studies waned in mar.ry parts of the world followin
the end of the Cold \Var, there have been some enthusiastic attempt
to build locally based area studies in Southeast Asia. Most prominer
among these attempts are the networks run by academics, with generot
sponsorship from external philanthropic foundations from tl-re USA an
Japan.r One such nerwork is the Southeast Asian Studies Regional Exchang
Program (SEASREP), based in Manila, with sponsorship from the Japa
and Toyota Foundations in the initial years in rhe Iate 1990s. Soon aftt
ti-rat the Bangkok-based Asian Studies in Asia Fellowship Prograrn (Asi
FP) was founded, then transformed into the Asian Scholarship Foundatio
(ASF) fLom 2002. ASF and its predecessor enfoyed generous suPPort frol

the Ford For-Lndation. The third important network in the region is th
Kuala Lumpur-based Asian Public Intellectuals (API) Fellowships wit
sponsorship from the Nippon Foundation. The Rockefeller Foundatio

of another Bangkok-based network called th
Asian Muslim Action Network (AMAN). Several more projects along thes
sponsored the escablishrnent

lines have been evolving, including the ASEAN University Nerwork.
It is hard to see the simultaneity of these new and comparabie initiz
tives as purely accidental. There seems to be a common sense of urgenc
to salvage area studies, which had been deemed to be in irremediable cris
in many parts of the world outside the region. It was also clear there wt

:l common commitment to innovation in building a locally based are
studies, as well as attachments to the Cold War era area studies. Cognizar
of the structural limicatious that seriously impede acadernic rigour in th
region (see McVey 1995; Heryanto 2002), many of these networks har
been keen to collaborate with mid-career non-academic professionals wh
have rhe potential to make a significant contribution to building a stron
home-grown area studies. Reminiscent of the studies of the Orienr i
colonial times, such persons may include those loosely labelled as "publr
intellectuals", as well as artists, civil servants, and iournalists. It is also
corrmon policy among membels of these networks to give prioriry suppor
to those who are both citizens and residents in the particiPating countrie
These networks commonly encourage participanrs to study the less famili:
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arnong the participating countries, instead
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of their own country or their

closest neighbourin g countries.
Unfortunately, even the best intents and efforts do not readily equate
ro successes. One decade after these visions and commitments were first
put into practice, their interirn achievements deserve noting, and problems
acknowledged. The number of young academics in selected universities
srudying other parts of the region may have glown. Some of them may
have published work that wili be recognized as important contributions
to area studies. There has been a growing interest in scholarly study of
this area among local intellectuals. Nonvithstanding these, the scale and

intensity of economic dynamics, urban growth, and cultural vibrancy of
the region in the past three decades dwarf'ed the achievements of these new
projects. More fundamentally, heavily reliant on external funding and the
persistent legacies of the old "regnant paradigms" of area studies from the
Cold War period have made it difficult for these projects to self-sustain over
a long period and achieve their intended goals any time soon. Despite the
aspiration of the founding members of the network to encourage innovation
and collaboration with non-academics, conservative and narrow-minded
academicism characterized man1, 6f the sponsored activities, ieading to a
general tendency to reproduce some of the less innovative practices of area
studies fi-om the Cold tVar era.
Largely overlooked, or misunderstood, or underestimated by students
of Southeast Asia past and plesent is the growth of new strength in nonacademic and non-state-sponsored knowledge production with potential
impact on scholarly activities in Southeast Asian Studies. If the trends
continue well into the next severai decades, one can postulate a scenario
where different locally-based producers, retailers, advertisers, joumalists,
arrists, activists, cultural critics, and consumers of popular cultures have
a lot to instruct each other about their neighbouring countries and the
globalized legion as a whole, but rrot in classrooms and not direcdy towards

attaining academic degree.
No doubt, one dominant feature of such knowledge is the industrial
interests of the sponsors, including those with questionable ethical and
ideological overtones. lVhile such knowledge will never replace what is
commonly expected of a respectabie scholarly work, students of Southeast
Asian Studies must not rush to disrniss these non-academic knowledges,
because the latter are part of the strongest lorces that shape Southeast
Asia today. This is not necessarily a one-way relationship. Academics in
the region have been active in the ploduction, circulation, regulation,
and consumption of popular culture. \7hat is new, for better or worse, is
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a major shift of power relations

in the production of knowledge

ar<

intra-regional networks, between academics and those in the m
and entertainment industry. Not only will academics have to be r
attentive to sources of information and resources available from the n
and entertainment industries, but an increasing number of gradr
from academic institutions have sought and found employment in
fast deveioping industry. Following the "corporatization" of acadr
institutions in the region (Heryanto 2003) in the 1980s and 1990s,'
we have seen since the late 1990s (and more so in the 2000s) is a s
of new initiatives by major local industries to rake part in investr
in the establishment of tertiary institutions. It has become increasi
impossible or unacceptable, for students of contemporary Southeast
to overlook the work of che new media and widespread consumptio
popular culture.

NEW MEDIA AND POPULAR CULTURE
Both the terms "new media' and "popular culture" have been casually
by rnany people from a wide range of backgrounds, including journr
and academics. Howevet among specialists each of these phrases is hi
contested. It is unnecessary to go into detail about the ongoing debates a
the concepts. For our immediate purpose, suffice it to note what sens,
the terms will be adopted in this discussion, and to acknowledge that
preference is neither taken for granted nor free from objection.
Scholars (for instance Chun and Keenan 2006; Lister, Dovey, Gidd
Grant and Kelly 2003; McQuail 1994) have discussed at iength
benefits of the commonly used term "new media" as well as the rea
for its populairy and some of the thorny issues surrounding its use.
important to heed their advice that the adjective "new" here should
be taken to imply "better" for all beings, or to imply total separation I
or incompatibility with the "old(er)" media. Even if "new" is take
imply "better", it can never mean the same for different people. The r
"new media" does not refer to a fully developed state of technology,
also to the potentia,ls for the future that they still have. In the discus
below, the term "new media" (plural for "new medium') refers loosely
collectively to the different information technologies of communica
with
particuiarly but not exclusively the electronic and digital
- from
-following marked characteristics or features that distinguish them
old media: interactivity, high capacity, decentralization, and flexibilit
form, content, and use.
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Beyond the specialist media studies circles who do not always agree with
each other, discussior.rs on new media technologies often revolve around
what they do for us in important areas, such as governance, educatiou,

industry, personal relations and conflicts. These studies are definitely
valuable. \7hat is fiequently missing iu these discussions, however, is a
consideration of what the new media have done ,a us, as opposed to for
us. There is an assumption that the new technology changes many things
around us, but not our inner selves which are autonomous and as if flee
from history. Such arguments presllme the universalist idea that human
beings are essentially the same and that across the globe they are trying to
achieve the same ideals. Thanks to the new media, so the cornmon wisdom
goes, we can now do chings better, easier, at a higher speed, and at lower
cost. 'I'he notion that "new" will necessarily bring something "superior" or
"better" is an index of a particuiar modernist bias from the previous century

about progress and the evolution of history. The media themselves have
by political and economic elites as much as by
generally been perceived
as a set of tools. They are perceived to be
first and foremost
lay people
- nor bad in themselves. Their value is considered to depend on
neither good
who owns them, or who has access to their use, and how they are used.
A hurnanist perspective of this kind was dominant for most of the last
two centuries in the social sciences and humanities, and it has shaped the
dominant paradigm in Southeast Asian Studies. Surprisinglir, this dominant
view survived the two \7orld \7ars that shattered the illusion of human
reason and the capaciry of human beings to bring about a better life with
the use of science and technology. In any case, this past history helps
explain why, until very recently, schoiars in Southeast Asian Studies were
never trained to recognize, let alone seriously examine, media technology
as a social force with a significant degree of autonomy in the process of
social change. In fact, instead of simply facilitating better human agency in
communicating the same old rypes of tnessages with greater speed or size or
detail, the new technology has challenged and subverted (if not uniformly)
all of the old familiar institutions, practices and agencies. It has also helped
give birth to new kinds of rnessages and new kinds of agency, and has
reinvented a new kind of social relations. Accordingly, if area studies will
survive well in the new social environment, it can be expected to undergo
some substantiai transfbrmation from its predecessors.
As elaborated elsewhere (Heryanto 2008b),I use the term "popular
cuiture" to refer to a variery of genres of commut.ricative practices rvidely
and prominer.rtly circulated for a large number of the peopie, or by such
people, or a combination of both. The 6rst category (for the peopie) refers
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to mass-produced commodified
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messages (including music, films, ar

television) and related signifzing practices. The second category (by

tl

people) includes non-industrialized, relatively independent, communicati.
praccices that circulate thror-rgh various means (public events, parade
festivals), often, but not always, in opposition or as aiternatives to tl
mass-produced commodities of entertainment and lifesryles. To bring t[
concept into sharper reiief, let me contrast it to what popular culrure
nlt. Most past studies of Asian cultr.rre devoted attention to the so-calle
"traditional" or "ethnic" cultures (often exoticised as authentic cultures ,
specific peoples by the tourist industry, museums and the art world) whi<
can be easily distinguished from the modern, urban-based popular cultu
which lacks a specific association to or embeddedness within any particular
ethnic group and its traditions. Popular culture is also distinguished from tl
state-sanctioned "official" version of national cultures (as often propagat(
in schools and ceremonies) or the "avant-garde" or "high' cultures of t}
nationt intelligentsia (as found in the academy, theatres and prestigior
galleries). This is not to say that there is no borrowing or mutation
particular elements berween one category and another. The contrary is tru
borrowing of elements from one category to another has been commo
<

throughout history.

If media technoiogy has been relegated to the

status of a mere tool, an

is thus considered secondary to something of greater importance (such
the "content", or the people who own and manipulate it), popular cultu

r

was obviously regarded as even less important.3 Actually, there were mor
reasons than has usually been admitted for the lack of interest in populr
cultures among scholars in Southeast Asian Studies during its peak in tl
Cold \Mar period. One of these reasons is gender bias. Led by American soci,
sciences, Southeast Asian Studies during the Cold War was preoccupied wir
issues of the region's march towards modernization, state-nation buildir
or those hurdles that impede such pro.fects (as poverry Communism, loc
traditions, corruption, or violence). They all appeat as primarily activitir
about and for men from a predominantly male authorial perspective. I
contrast, entertainment and popular culture as disseminated via the ma
media (radio and television) was seen as occupying the secondary "privatr

or "domestic" domain, mainly belonging to the second-class gender.
Additionally, a significant reinvigoration of popular culture is a fair
recent realiry in many parts of Southeast Asia.a Although the early emergen(

of popular culture in Southeast Asia dates back around a century ago,
underwent difficulties during the political turmoil of decolonization and tt
Cold \War. Although many todays' Southeast Asian consumers of populr
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to take on the task of analysing something so new and something that unti
recently scholars had regarded so unworthy of close scrutinl and analysis
In addition to intellectual inhibitions, there are also serious practical issuei
There are increasingly abundant quantitative data on the subject matter tl
be collected for analysis, and these data quicldy become obsolete soon afte
or even before
they are collected.T For these reasons, this study doe

digital media technology.
From the 1950s, if not earlier, popular culture from India had already
spread across the region, ifunevenly. In the 1970s and 1980s martial arts

per se which is still very much alive, changing, and in-progress. Instead
this study aims to highlight a few long-standing issues. These issues wer
selected specifically on the basis of their significance to the discussion o
the future of locally-based area studies in Southeast Asia. A brief accoun
of Asian popular culture Ilows in the region will be presented as no mor
than a cursory introduction to the general phenomenon. A few empirica
details and references will follow mainly for illustrarive purposes.
The dawn of this millennium witnessed, for the first time, how th
Vest ceased to be the one and only centre of orientation for the con
sumption of popular culture in Asia. Although American popular musi,
and Hollywood films continue to hold an important influence, they nr
longer have the sole and dominant power that they en.ioyed for almost th,
entirery of the previous century. At precisely the time when more and mor,
Asians, particularly the young, were switching their fascination to medi;
representations of fellow Asians, "East versus \7est" as a discursive fram,
of thought or convenient uope was also declining dramatically in pub1i,
discussion.E This is a profound transformation if one considers how th,
"East versus 1Vest" dichotomy was a central point of reftrence for nearly al
discussion of nation-building during much of the history of the decoloni

Merdikaningtyas 2005; Setijadi 2005; Shim 2006; Shim, Heryanto, and
Siriyuvasak 2010; Siripvasak and Shin 2007). Despite ali these developments,
these phenornena sdll remain a sorely understudied area. The majoriry of
writings and discussions available are from journalistic reports and blogs
among fans. Although such publications have some merit, they often lack
the analytical depth and rigour that can be expected of serious academic
research work.

By definition, popular culture is a ploduct of an industrialized sociery
where culrural practices and artefacts are produced, displayed, or consumed
in a great number with the assistance of technologies of mass duplication,
making thern highly accessible to a large number of consumers across

different locations and social backgrounds. Many of these technologies

iriirtitri;
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cultures have fond memories of products in the rniddle of the twentieth
century, only the last nvo or three decades of the rwentieth century began
to witness a major expansion of the mass production and consumption of
popular cultures in this region. The new development was made possible
by the sustained industrialization fi'om the 1980s, the rapid growth of the
media and entertainment industries (especially television nerwork), and the
increased capaciry affordabiliry and higher level of user-friendliness of the

and historical films from Hong Kong, China, Thiwan and telenovellas from
Lacin America found a huge and avid audience in the region. Japanese
comics, toys, animated films, popular music and television dramas were
a big hit in the i980s and early 1990s (for details see Iwabuchi 2A02a;
Otmazgin 2007,2008).5 From the early 2000s Korean music, soap operas
and video games have made a major presence in the region (for details see

ilil$irli
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were not designed in Southeast Asia and their circulation is not within the
control of Southeast Asians, although Southeast Asian labour often went
into the process of producrion.6 Even in those countries of the region where
industrialization began slightlv earlier or progressed more robustly, popular
culture is a fairly new phenomenon, and the study o[ this phenomenon has
only recently developed. In this sense, the absence or dearth of work or-r
popular culture in Southeast Asian Studies can be understood as something
other than the result of an oversigl-rt or gender bias alone.
Increasingly, the pace olproducing scholarl,v inork appears too slow ro
catcl.r up with the progressively faster moving world pushed by the nelr'
media. Many scholars across the major disciplines, including (though not
especially) those actire in Southeast Asian Studies, rvere simp\, unprepared

-not aim to add or emphasize
any particular empirical

details of a phenomenor

zation of the region. It was revived most strongly in the last decades of th,
tvventieth century when "Asian Values" propaganda was in vogue. The fail o
the'Asian Values" discourse was not oniy or direcdy rhe result of the 199,
economic crisis as many have suggested.e Rather, it was superseded by ar
intra-Asian focus and fascination among millions of people in the region
parricularly in terms of consumerism, entertainment, and popular culture
The shift of power from formal state elite discourses to mass consumptior
of popular culture is probably part of a larger set of changes in the region
This, in rurn, requires rnajor shifts and adjustments in the study of thr
region if such studies are to have relevance.
Two qualifications are now called for. First, the declininfl concerr
with the "East versus tVest" dichotomy should not be taken as a sigr
of an absolute decline of Westem power or cultural infuence.r0 Rather
it indicates a strong trend in Asia, where selected iconic elements o
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\Testern popular culture have now been creatively blended with those
conventionally understood as 'Asian' within a new aesthetics, sensibility
and identity among Asian youths. Rather than being enrirely wiped
out, rejected or avoided, these eiements of Vestern popular culture are
modi6ed, localized and incorporated. From the late 1980s a trend was
already noticeable lvhereby in micro-level practices, the new rich in Asia
"objecdf[ied] the West in the form of commodities at their disposal ...
Instead of... regard[ing] the \fest as a major threat, or ... an object of
obsessive idolisation, more and more Asians regard. ... \Testern things as
pliable resouLces" like any othel exoticized objects of consumption from

The results have been varied but limited (for the case of Japan se

Asia"'(Heryanto 1999, p. L69). \fhile markers of distinction pertaining
to 'Asian" and "nor-r-Asian" continne to be reproduced, repackaged and
marketed and occasionally mixed, the two are no longer portrayed as

region. This section and the next will be devoted ro examining selecre,
samples of contemporary popular cultural products that have caught th
imagination of millions of youths in the region.
Most observers now emphatically agree that audience receprion marcen
Ultimately the success story of the Northeast Asian popular cukures canno
be adequately assessed without due recognition of the role of the audienc
in maliing it happen. But "audience" is an extremely compiex and elusiv
concept; it is certainly more problematic than can be addressed in rhis brie
study. I mention this only as a reminder that analysing state policies o
obtaining the record-breaking sales figures can be usefui but never adequat
for understanding the Asianization of Sourheast Asian popular cukure
Although such information is important it does not tell us why million
of Southeast Asians in the early 2000s spent hours each week passionatel
consuming recent popular culture from other Asian countries. -What wa
it about these cultural products that the audience found compelling an<
appealing, and which they could not find in other cultural products?
Many analysts have explored possible answers (Otmazgin 2007; Shim
Heryanto, and Siriyuvasak 2010; also fbr Thailand see Siriyuvasak anr
Shin 2007; for Indonesia see Ida 2008; Merdikaningtyas 2006; Pravitt,
2004; and Seti.jadi 2005; for Singapore Chua 2004). Understandably, non
has claimed to know the answers with any certainry. \With the norion o
"audience" still highly contested, it hardly needs to be said that we shoul<
not assume uniformiry of audience reception even in the most abstracr anr
general sense. Although various popular cultural products were consume(
more or less in the same period across the legion, these products acquirer
different values and significance as theF tlavelled in different location
and social groups. Here I do not refer primarily to individuai consumers
subjective preferences or backgrounds, although these are an importan

opposites that shall never meet.

I,,i l,ll
l
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Second, I rnentioned earlier that the trend towards better regional
integration in Southeast Asia has been galvanized not so much by efforts
of rhe regions top politicai elites as by forces of the new media and the
market in the new €nvironment of expanded industrial capitalism and the
creative work of popular culture. Having said this, I must acknowledge
that governmer.rts in the exporting countries of these popular cultural products have played an important role. Governments in Japan and South
Korea made substantial investments in the creative industries from the late
1990s for economic and poiitical reasons rather than reasons of cultulal
advancement or enlightenment. However, these efforts should not be
equated with the outcome. In neither case, do these governments have
the capacitl, to turn, direct or convert the successful expansion of popular
cultural prodr-rction, distribution and consumption in the region into greater
political clout or, as some have called it, "soft power" and "diplomatic
influence". Shim Doobo (2006) shows the concerted and long-terra efforts
of the South Korean government in investing in and engineering what
is now commonly referred to as the "Korean \7ave". Otmazgin (2008)
provides details of Japanese stare invesrment in cultural production and
distribution, and its limited capaciry to reap political gains. His analysis
also shows how other governments (in Thiwan, South Korea, the Philippines
and Malaysia) attempted unsuccessfully to restrict the inflow of Japanese
popular culture into their respective territories as they had previously
done with American popular culture. Even when it was evident that their
earlier attempts had been to no avail, many governments in the region
continued to ride the latest popular cultural wave and to seek short-term
political and diplomatic gains in the name of the nation they represented.

Iwabuchi 2002b).

THE DOMINANT WITHIN INTRA-REGIONAL
CUTTURAL FLOWS
In the opening section I mentioned the need to look at what exists in th
public space across Southeast Asia
area studies, given the

limited

as a potential resource for a iocally base,
size and range of scholarly debares that hav

been conducted thus far under the rubric ofSoucheast Asian Studies in th

factor that deserves study in theil own right. Instead, rny concern i
with the different social histories that have produced different collectiv,
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memories and "irnagined audiences" across the societies of Southeast Asia,
each with different (dis)abilities, expectations, and sensitivities in their
acts of consumption. The next sectiorl will eiaborate this point.
Below is a brief observation about some common thematic features
that prevail in many of the popular Asian drama series. By no means
does this provide a direct, let alone an adequate, answer to the question
of why these series appeal to such a wide audience. However, it is an
important step towards answering the question. Given the wide range of
forms and genres of Asian popular cultures that have swept across the
region (comics, music, films, television drama series, toys, video games,
clothing and hairsryles, and so on), and the size of each form and genre,
the case presented below is a fragment of the total picture with no claims

to representativeness. The selection of genres and materials is based on what
appeared to be the most prominent and accessible samples. I have chosen
to comment on drama series in this section, and fiims in the next, because
of their prominence in the region as well as for methodological reasons.
Televised drarna series (as discussed below) have the capacity to reach a
large and broad audience, perhaps no less than what comic books, music,
or films do.rrTelevised drama series as a medium can be more powerful
than con-ric books and music, not only because of their moving images and
sound. By presenting a realist portrayai of life situations which the nrajoriry
of its target audience aspire to or feel familiar with, televised drama series
promise to convey meaningful messages to their audience in a most direct
and consumer friendly way.
\7ith effective use of realist images, sound and narratives, dubbed or
subtitled Japanese or Korean drama series and films can also strike a chord
with various audiences in Southeast Asia who do not speak the original
language used in them. Under the specific circumstances that prevail in the
region today, drama series can also outdo 6lms in their abiliry to reach and
compel a loyal audience. Of late, fiims have attracted a narrower audience
than television in rhe region, because the former are more demanding: a rrip
ro the movie house, through the healy traffic, on a particular date and at
a particular hour, a ticket fee, and solitary consumption in a dark room.''
Although purchasing and playing a DVD version of a film can mitigate the
difficulties, this would usually still require more effort than simply sitting
in one's living room (or the neighbour's, as is comntonly the case in most
parrs of Southeast Asia) with a television set at the right time. Although
watching films and televised drama series is usually a collective act, the latter
is de6nitely more communal and participatory (inviting immediate comments
and other reactions collectively from the audience) than the former.
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One of the first things that stand out across the various drama series
the region, and perhaps beyond, is the populariry of melodrama, comprisir
a love story becween rwo or rnore hererosexual urban-based young peop
who have a good education and career and live in marerial comfort. Tl
Iove story is complicated by a third and sometimes also a fourth pers<
who also loves, or is loved by, one protagonist or the other. In addition
these main characters, there are usually minor characters whose functic
is to supply intermittent comic scenes. The drama series Meteor Gard,
(2001), the four series of Endless Loue lAutumn in My Heart (2000), Wint
Sonata (2002), Summer Scent (2003) and Spring Waltz (.2006)l and Ft.
House (2004) are often cited as the first drama series to be popular acro
the region, and in some countries are still the most popular to date. Th,
all come from Northeasr Asia, and they all conform to che formula abov
Horror and comedy are also fairly popular. However, for various reasor
they do not enjoy the level of popuiarity and respectability as romant
melodrama.r3

Another theme of many of these Oriental dramas is the importance
hard work and persistence, demonstrated particulariy by the young fema
protagonist. Not surprisingly, most studies by others (as those already cite
throughout this chapter) suggest that females outnumber males as viewer
The same gender imbalance can be seen arnong the fans of the predominant
male popular music singers from Japan and Korea.'a Paradoxicaily, the meri
of industriousness, patience and humility in these Korean and Japaner
drama series are invariably counter-posed with exuberant displays of cornfor
elegance, and luxury in the lifestyles of some of the wealthy character
Such lifesryles are often more extensively shown and foregrounded in the:
drama series than in Hollywood films. In the stories presented, there is n
one-to-one direct and causal link becween industriousness and a luxurior
lifestyle. Not all the industrious characters end up living in abundanc
Not all who work hard do so with the intention to become wealthy. N<
all who are weaithy appear to work harder than the less advantaged one
We will return ro this matter in a moment.
Although the love story sets the overall storyline of these Northea
Asian drama series, what gets foregrounded throughout the episodes
not the protagonist's preoccupation with her affecdonate feelings towarr
someone she loves. Rather, the series presents a dramatic display of the protr
gonist's uphill struggle and gradual ability to overcome various challeng,
of living as part of a second-class gender in a rapidly industrializing Asia
,

society with a strong patriarchal culture. This is so much so that th
romantic relationship berween the protagonists is occasionally pushed t
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message typically conveyed in these dramas is
the virtue of patier-rce and self-restraint. This self-restraint often appears in
these selies as a response to various challenges, which range from ambitious
dernands and heary pressLrres frorn the older generation, tradition, peer
groups, competitive workplaces and health issues to sincere but complicated
love for some other person. Reminiscent of the cinematic style found in
Japanese films, many scenes where the protagonist is in the grip of strong
emotions of deep sortow and grief or anger are depicted in Korean dramas
with very little or no sound or action.l5 Predictably, most of these stories
end happily. The protagonist's struggle, hard wolk, patience and persistence
are ultimately rewalded, presumably to the pleasure of the audience at the
end of the series. Some moderare levei of gender egalitarianism becomes

the side. Indeed, another

the morai of the story.
To be sure, hard work and self-restraint are also valued in many liberal
and industrial countries in the \7est and their former colonies, and feature
prominently in their fiction. It is important to note some subtle distinctions between the two narrative traditions.16 In mauy Hoiiy'wood-style
narratives, hard work and a deliberate delay ol gratification ofcen apPear
to be a temporary measure, an unpieasant but necessary requirement for
some sort of material reward to be earned by the character in the near
future. In contrast, in many of these Oriental drama series hard work and
self-restraint appear to have more than simply instrumental value. These acts
are presented as morally virtuous in their own lighc, instead of as a rleans
fbr some reward to be gained more or less immediately afterwards.

One can thus cotrstruct two models. In one narrarive convention,
exemplified by Hollywood films screened in the region, even an industrious
plotagonist appears natural or rational when s/he attempts to rninimize her
or his hard work and self-restraint to whatever level is technically necessary
to meet the demands of a given situation in order to attain relief or claim
a reward. In the other narrative convention, from Northeast Asian air, a
protagonist will happily submit to hard ',vori< and self-restraint, regardless of
the immediate rewards (if any), and wili be grateful for whatever rewards that
these might enttril. Tl-re contrast in action and work can be further extended
to that of speech. Unlike the extrovert characters in many Hollywood films,
who appear normal when they are essentially "freely thinking and speaking
subjects" who speak theil minds to their interiocutors, the characters in
rnany of these recent Asian drarna series and 6lms are marked as "normal"
lvhen they are self-restrained. At least at the level of appearance, decorum is
prioritized over individual expression. This resonates with off-screen speech
conventions in n-rany parts of Asia where royal court cultures still retain
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some degree of respect and moral authoriry (of course, as with all mode
there are some exceptions).17
Such cross-regionai similarities have led some observers to make :
argument fbr the "cuhural proximiry" of Northeasr Asian popular cultur

over those from North America. \X/hile not wanting to discount th
argument outright, I find it inadeqr-rare. Audience preferences and pleasu
can develop fi'om contacts with the familiar and with sameness as mu(
from contacts with the unfamiliar and foreign.ls On the orher hand,
do not agree with some of the strong criticisn-r of the "cultural proximir
chesis either. Of the critics of the "cuitural proxirnity" rhesis, more ha.
as

objected ro rhe rnodifier "cultural" than ro the noun'proximiry". Tl
concept "cultural proximity" has some validity when one takes "cuhur
to refer to a contesred field and a set of signifying pracrices in the wor
n-rarked by unequal relations of power in both material and non-materi
terms. Even if it is inadequate ro explain the populariry of Northeast Asi:
popular culture, the "cultural proximiry" thesis has some vaiue when ci
term "culture" is not undersrood as somerhing sraric and unchanging r
inertly or naturally belonging ro a clearly bounded social group.
Let us move from abstract generalization ro some specific examples. TI
storyline in Meteor Garden revolves around the love berween Shan Cai an
Dao Ming Tze, with several complications and sub-plots of additional Io,
stories involying other characrers.le Shan Cai is a girl fi-om an economical

modest family background. Dao is the spoilt son of an exrremely ric
family. He takes the lead in a group of four boys called F4, rvho are bor
feared and idolized for their wealth, good looks, and bullying. Despir
their extreme contrast in material terms, Shan Cai and Dao are equall
stubborn. Shan Cai's name, as she tells the audience in one scene, mear
"weed not to be trampled on". In the early episodes of the drama serie
Shan Cai finds herself the objecr of repeated bullying by her schoolmart
acting as a proxy for F4. She would nor have been targeted b1, F4 an
their supporters in the first place had she not confronted Dao in defen<

of her girlfriend who had previously made some minor mistake uis-i-a
Dao, which provoked a scolding from him. Far from accepring her far
and submitting herself to assaults and humiliation by F4, Shan Cai revol
and single-handedly strikes back. In one of the earlier scenes, she punche
Dao to the groundl
Later on we learn that Dao has a crush on Shan Cai. To his surpris,
however, Shan Cai rejects his affections outright. This rejection furthe
deepens Dao's desire to conquer and possess Shan Cai by any meanr
including a willingness to publicly abase himself and compromise hi
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reputation as the toughest guy in the school. Slowly but surrly, Dao wins
Slrarr Cai's healt. But with few exceptions, in the lengthy series ol fuIereor
Garden the love story between Shan Cai and Dao is fraught rvith endless
disagreements between them. Their squabbles are entry points for some of
the comic situations tirat entertain the audience. In any case, for the period
of time when Shan Cai and Dao feel mutual interest, each stubbornly
represses her or his affectionate feelings for the other and maintains their
own pricle.
As a pelson with only rnodest economic resourc€s, Shan Cai appears
rhroughout the story as a hard-working person with a strong determinarion
to maintain honour and self-esteem, and to delay self-gratification. Althor-rgh
she accepts that Dao will obviousl)'shower her with lnaterial benefits, for
a long time she is hesitant to accept his love. A substantial portion of the
story also portrays how Shan Cai confronts threats from other people,
including humiliation from Dao's mother u,ho objects to Dao's reiationship
with her. So, lvhile there is some element of a Cinderella complex in this
series (as in neally all the top tides in the region), Shan Cai exemplifies
a female protagonist with a strong, uncompromising and confrontational

nature and integrity, thus de$,ing any simple patallel to Cinderella. In
another important contrast to the many Cinderella-style stories, whether
fi'orn Holl)..wood or locally made, Metezr Garden and most of the top Korean
drama series show very little sexually-motivated body contact between the
protagonists who are in love. Usually, there is no more than one kissing
scene tor the entire story, witir multiple episodes. This last mentioned feature
has drawn repeated cornmendation from viewers, predominantly female,
of differer-rt national and religious affiliations and social classes.
In contrast to Meteor Garden, gende expressions of tender love domi-

nate the tetralogy Endless Loue. The prevalent mood in the series is a
combination of mellowness and melancholy that distingLrishes it from the
more youthful Meteor Garden.What Meteor Garden and Endless Loue share,
however, is the self-restraint of the protagonists, along with presentations
of luxurious lifestyles. The Endless Loue teualogy has been noted by avid
viewers ar-rd analysts alike for its beautiful natural and urban scenery, good
Iooking actors, and the trendy lifestyles that appear in the mise-en-scene.
The other big hit, Full House, is closer to Meteor Garden in that squabbles
dominate the romantic relationship between the two equaily stubborn
protagonists: Han Ji-Eun (an economically modest female novelist) and Lee
Young Jae (a rich and famous male actor). Despite their differences, the
rwo protagonists are strongly committed to hard work and self-restrainc,
denying their true fbelings towards each other.
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Apart from the propagation of the values of hard work, persistence
and self-resrraint (plus the highly fashionable clothing depicred i, these
television series), there are limired hisrorical facrs thar viewers can learn
about Korea or ]apan fiom their popular cuhure.20 This is not surprising.
These cultural products were designed specifically for a wide ."ng. of
international audience.s with various backgrou,ds and no prior knowledge
of the exporting country. vhat unifies the diverse audiences is a presumed
aspiration towards some sorr of cosmopolitanism and a strong appetite
for upper middle-class consumerism.2r rhis seems ro contradict my earlier
suggestion that the recent spread of intra-regional cultural flows promise to
enhance the growth of locally based area studies. v{hat we have not discussed
is the fact that the success of these soap operas has actually propelled a
long series of learning experiences and a hunger for more knowledge about
the countries of origin of those televised dramas. That these are not the
countries of Southeast fuia must be appreciated as parr of a larger learning
process to be outlined below.
The number of Southeast Asian tourisrs visiting Japan and Korea (and
particularly the sites selected for the scenes in the popular series) jumped
dramatically. on one occasion, groups of rich youths from Jakarta travelled
to Bangkok to attend a concerr by singer Jihoon Jung aka Rain (who srarred
in the drama series Full House) when his rnanager included Bangkok, but
not Jakarta, in a concerr tour. On occasions the movement has been in
the other direction, or to other major metropolitan sites in Southeast Asia.
cross-regional travels and inreractions both online and offline takes place
among Southeast Asians and beyond via the consumption of Northeast
Asian popular cuiture, with Tokyo, Seoul, Hong Kong or Taipei being the
centres of reference. New waves of interest in the formal study of Japanese
and Korean in the region have reportedly been directly reiated ro the new
obsession with Norrheast Asian soap operas. This has been accompanied by
the establishment nor only of fan groups, but also of more serious social
organizations that collaborate with the Japanese or Korean diplomatic
offices in rhe region to hold training courses, exhibitions and festivals
promoting producrs and services from those countries. Information about
opportunities for formal study in those countries, and about the limited
number of scholarships that are available, is regulariy disseminated by these
local organizations. The full range and scope of such activities cannot
be listed here, as they were concinuing ro expand when this essay was
being prepared.

One can recognize these Northeast Asian popular cukures as an
in popular cultures to rhose produced

alternative expression of moderniry
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in the ma,ior centres of the entertainrnent industry in Norrh America.
However, from the perspective of many communities in Southeast Asia,
somethinB is missing in those cultural products from Northeast Asia and
North America alike. As noted earlier, one outstanding difference berween
these Northeast Asian products and their North American counterparts is
the emphasis on pious but resilient feminine beauty in the former-, and

-What
the prowess of a hypersexualized masculiniry in the latter.
sets both
of these dominant products apart from both life and its fictional representation in Southeast Asia is the absence of any intense engagement with the
ethnic and religious tensions so prevalent ir-r Southeast Asian societies.2r
These issues will be further discussed in the next section.

ALTERNATIVE ASIANIZATION OF POPULAR CULTURE

In co-ntrast to the dominant intra-regional popuiar culture outlined above,
the fer,l. alternative samples to be discussed below are products of iliiberal
Southeast Asiar.r societies with a long historl, of artistic and cultural
didacticism. The imported modern notion of a separation benveen fact
and fiction remains thin and fragile. Normally the contents of these local
works are richly endowed with information about and allusions to local
or national historical and political events, making it potentially difficult to
appeal to international audiences without prior knowledge of the region.2i
'lb those unfamiliar with thern, some of the nauatives from this region
might appear rather inwardlooking and parochial. But as should be selfevident, for the purpose of intra-r'egional area study, this is not necessarily
a bad thing.

As Chua (2004) admits, Singapore is much closer culturally and
economically to Northeast Asia than to its neighbours in Southeast Asia.
Given Singapore's combination of strong Confucianisrn, patriaichy, secularism
and economic power, it should not be a surprise that some aspects of the
fonnula found in the Northeast Asian drama series identified above resonare
well with a recently produced Singapore drama series entided The Little
Nyorya (2008). The series narrates the lives of four generations of three
Peranakan Chinese families in Malacca and Singapore in the last rhree
quarters of the rwentieth century. In this series, Peranakan Chinese are (as
described by one of the characters) descendants of Chinese male migrants to
the Malay archipelago who married local women and deveioped a distincc
culture, mixing Chinese, Malay and European elements.
In an echo of the thematic lbatures of the NortheastAsian drama selies,
the female protagonist Yue Niang is unfairly treated as a servant in the home
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of a rich family. Sire shows unreserved filial piery to her grandmother, he
only living relative. Despite her strong desire to rebel against the injustice
around her, more often than not she chooses to conceal her feelings. Sh
also decides nor ro express or pursue her love for Chen Xi, a rich an,
liberal-minded gentleman who is already deeply in love with her. Despit
Chen Xi's insistence on proposing marriage to her, Yue Niang renounce
her true feelings because Chen Xi is already arranged ro marry someon
whom his grandmother has chosen for him. The Little Nyonya has not bee:
as widely shown in the region as have the Korean and Taiwanese rirlei
However, it was a big hit domestically and has the potential to attrac
television viewers across Southeast Asia.2a
More importantly, rather than simply presenring an engaging storylin
of industriousness, piery and beaury llhe Little Nyonya claims to be semi
historical, with a sornewhat anthropological tinge. In more than a fel
scenes, the film displays lengthy and detailed shots of the presumabl
nearly extinct cultural heritage of the Peranakan Chinese on both sides o
the Malayan Peninsula. At several poinrs, scenes in the series seem to forge
the rnain storyline and transform into a documentary film for visitors t,
a museum, an exhibidon, or seminar room. Highly exoticized images o
Peranaka' cuisine dominate these lengthy scenes, with details of the recipe
narrated by rhe characters. There are also exrensive displays of Peranakar
art work in porcelain, architecture, clothing, embroidery, certain rituals
and songs. Then an elder character is heard reminding a younger one (anr
the viewer) what a shame it would be if rhe yoLrnger generation were t(
disavow this weaith of tradition. Despite this inrelle-ctua1 pr"t..rrion, som
local viewers critically quesrioned the porrrayals of the Peranakan characrer
speaking

This

in Mandarin, instead of Malay.2t

vivid example of a locally based medium that atrempr
to produce and disseminare purportedly irnportanr information about a soci;
group in the region. One cal strongly quesrion the accuracy of rhe hisrorica
information presented in this series, but to do so is ro miss the poinc. Wha
concerns us here is the fact that requires further analysis: rhe circulation o
the series has caught the imagination of a huge audience across the region
Marginally added to the main storyline is a sub-plot, superimposed on th
main story, about a young couple who meet the protagonist Yue Niang ir
her oid age and eagerly ask her to recollecr her life story. The main stor.
then unfolds as a flashback ro sevenry years before. One ofthe young coupl
is Angela, the step granddaughter of the protagonist. Like the other femal,
protagonists discussed above, Angela has a markedly srubborn character
especially in her interactions with the males of her own age. The orher parr
series is one
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in the couple is Jonathan Li Xiuwen, Angelas schoolmate in Canada, who
is interested in Angela. Jonathan is projected as a model for viewers of the
to emulate. Showing great interest in learning about Peranakan culture,
|onarhan takes many pictures of Peranakan artefacts and decides to write his
thesis on Peranakan culture for his universiry degree.
Selflorientalism is biatant and unashamedin The Little Nyonya.26 It is
a recent manifestation of the long series of enterprises that the Singaporean
government and people have been preoccupied with for decades in the
nationalist project of buiiding a nation to be reckoned with in the region.
What the drama series Tbe Little Nyonya does not tell us is that there
is mole than one homogeneous group of "Peranakan" among the many
dispersed Malay-speaking communities in the region. The term "Peranakan"
means different things among these groups. This is only a reminder of the
potential debates that may ensue if and when such a series is aired more
series

widely across the region.
;i. .i

In many parts of the region, identity politics and in particular politics
pertaining to ethniciry and religion, are "dead serious" (Kahn 1998, p.2l),
pelhaps even more so than the politics of nationaliry. Few performing artists
in the region have been more committed, creatively bolder or more widely
respected in chalienging the officially sanctioned ethnic division than the late
film director Yasmin Ahmad (1958-2009). In her home country Malaysia,

ethnic and religious identities are constitutionally demarcated (see Goh,
Gagrielpillai, Holden, and Khoo 2009). To trespass these boundaries is rislcy,
Sepet
and in some cases is against the law. Yasmin's cinematic works
(2004), Gubra (2006), Muallaf (2008), and Talentime (2009)
challenge
and subvert any ftozen segregations. In her films, the officially sanctioned
social identities arc made fluid, with inter-ethnic and inter-religious love and
commitrnent appearing not only possible, but indeed highly desirable. All
kinds of censures rlrake it difficult for Yasmins work to be shown publicly
in lrer home country (Khoo 2009; Muharnmad 2009). Fortunately, her films
occasionally have found venue for limited public screening in Singapore and
-|akarta,
where ethnic and religious issues are no less sensitive and politically
explosive. Despite such occasional showings in neighbouring capital cities,
her works have not been accessible to wider audiences in the region for
reasons that have more to do with the system of distribution and (related to
this) the commercial value (or lack thereof) of such films than with political
censorship. As a resuit, although hel works rnight easily appeai to a wide
audience in the region, they have been screened mainly in selected film
festivals abroad, making it difficult for them to occupy a central position
in the category of popular culture as conceptua.lized in this study.
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The ethnic segregation

ir.r

many parts of the region undoubtedly h

serious bearings upon the exrenr ro which Tbe Little Nyorya can be distribut,
and also the manner in which the series can be appreciated in counrri

where "ethnic Chinese" does not only signi$, a minoriry with substanti
economic power but is also stigmatized as second class citizens. For the
reasons, one cannot take for granted the great success of Meteor Garden
Indonesia or Malaysia (as distinct from the siruation in Singapore, Hor
Kong, or to some degree Thailand and the Philippines).27 Based on h
fieldwork on audience reception in Indonesia, Pravitta reporrs that several
her respondents admitted that it took them by surprise that they could ha
so adored the series protagonist Dao Ming Tze (played b;, ]elry Yan). Th
confessed, "one does not usually find a good-looking man in a Mandar
film' (Pravitta 2004, p. 7). This changed rapidly, ar least among the smr
circle of lespondents studied by Pravitta:
one does not usually see "indigenous" Indonesians dating an ethnic
Chinese. ... You dont usually hear an "indigenous" girl referring to a
Chinese guy ir-r endearing terms. This has a1l changed. Female srudents
started to look at men of Chinese ethniciry and coined all sorts of terms
such as clca (cina cakep) [good-looking Chinese], cihuy Qina uhuy)

lcool

Chinesel.
(Pravitta 2004, pp. IB-19)

Obviously, for various reasons, this finding above is not valid for the who

of Indonesia. In almost the same period Rachma Ida found no positi.
correlations between the new fandom for oriental-looking, Mandarir
speaking protagonists on television and markedly improved inter-ethn
relations in the ciry of Surabaya where she conducted similar research (i<
2008, pp. 106-7).
Except for the spillover ofbroadcasts from one country captured on rl
peripheries ofneighbouring countries by satellite disks, and a few exceptior
within mainstream broadcasting,2s rechnical, adminisrrative and comrnerci
structures mean that it is easier to distribute local popular music than ir

for local films and television series acLoss national boundaries, and ethn
and religious divisions. This has clearly been the case with recordings t
some of the top popular singers travelling from Indonesia to Maiaysi
Singapore and East Timor (Heryanto 2008b, pp. 1-3; Khalik 2007; Sloma
2009). Similarly, the Filipino crooner Christian Bautista has found a hu1
number of fans in Indonesia and Thailand. These intra-regional cultur

fows in Southeast Asia may expand further in size or kind, and it is
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impossible that theit future development may have long lasting impact.
But for now, two alternative popular cultures deserve more atterltion than
they have curlently received. The 6rst are works with a srrongly Islamic
content. The other is the range of popular cultural forms (music, films,
drama series, and dance) which ale heavily indebted to Indian popular
cultures, especially to so-caiied Boilywood. It is r-rnfortunate that owing to
some political circumstances, these rwo streams of cttlture have been pitted

persona of the new trendy Muslim is noticeable in the rapidly growir
fashion industry for Muslim women.
In the first few weeks after its release Ayat-a1at Cinta is being wide
referred to as one of the most Islamic films ever made in Indonesia. Tl
story is set in Egypt and revolves around Indonesian Muslim postgradua
students studying Islam. It focuses on a love story framed within rnor

against each other.2e
A decade before rhe spread of East Asian popular cltlture, Indonesia and
Maiaysia witnessed the dawn of a new cultural politics of Islam involving

years pass, the

rhe "gentrificadon' and commodification of Islamic lifestyles (Heryanto
1999). However, unlike the popular cultures from Northeast Asia that rose
rapidly to prominence, the gro\,vth o[ Islamic popular cultures has been
taking place in a slower and tnore timid manner. Their populariry is more
restricted to Muslim-majority countries. Conservative Muslirn leaders have
been divided about the merits of popular culture as a mode of mass communication to convey religious messages, or as a soulce of entertainment
for the religions followers. Things cl-ranged for the better when the pious
Jakarta-based Muslirn Rhoma Irama transfbrmed dangdut music in tire late
1970s, and rnade himself the 6rst important popular star with an explicitly
Islan-ric identity (Frederick 1982; Lockhard i998, pp. 94-ll)5). Since then
he has enjoyed the title of "King of Dangdut". One of the more recent
eventful momerlts in the history of Isiamic popular culture in the region
took place in 2008 with record-breaking ticket sales for the Indonesiarr film
Ayat-q)dt Cinta (Yerses of Love), surpassing the box ofEce figures for any
titie of any genre in dre country, including Hollywood bloclibusters.ro This
was one of dre very Erst Indonesian 6lms to feature a female protagonist
who is rrearly fully veiled.
tWhat is surprising a6out Ayat-ayat Cinta is not so much its enormous
commercial success as why it took so long for the worldt largest Muslirn
nation to ploduce a 6lm like this at all. Prior to the release of Ayat-ayat
Cinta, verled women were nearly totally absent from the cinema screen in
lndonesia, and were rarely seen on filn-r posters in Malaysia. In any case,
tlre release of Ayat-ayat Cinta and multiple copycat films took place in the
wider context of "Islamization" in state politics and middle-class lifesryles
from the 1980s. Like the new rich elsewhere, many newly wealthy Muslims
in Indonesia, Singapore and Malaysia discovered a new pi'eoccuPation with
the aesthetics of their newly established poweq the display of weaith, and
exuberant consumerist practices. Another conspicuous expression of the

propagation of what is and is not proper according to Islam. As

tl

film remains in the popular memory as a milestone in tl
history of Islamic popular culture. However, not all Muslims agree wit
this evaluation. In some circles, Muslim intellectuais have denounced tl
film as too liberal and un-Islamic in its portrayal of the romantic relatior
berrveerr the young protagonists. The behaviour of the leading actors o(
screen was also criticized (Yumiyanti 2008). The editors of one Islami

journal accused Ayat-ayat Cinta as propagating pluralism, something tht
condemned, and alleged that the novelist and film-makers were "agents ,
Zionisnr" (Risalah Mujahi din 2008).
In rny own assessmenr, Ayat-ayat Cinta's popularity is attributab
to its being both more and less than Islamic. It is hybrid, and perhal
cosmopolitan, in substance and in style. Despite its generous display r
Islamic markers, in significant sections the film is redolent of Holli.voo
and Bollywood movies as weil as Indonesian television dramas (sinetron
In contrast to the female characters in veils, the rnale protagonist Fah
wears \Testern-style casual clothes and a trendy haircut. He does not gro'
a beard. At his wedding ceremony Fahri wears a \(/estern suit and tie. Tl
scenes of rhe wedding itself are highly reminiscent of those in Bollywoc
movies. This kind of hybridity is characteristic also of the filmt Northea
Asian-sryle counterparts and also runs through the popular songs, fihns an
drama series already discussed.
I have made several references here to Bollp,vood films and to t[
immensely popular musical genre of dangdut which owes its sounds an
beat to Bollywood music. Despite rhe iong history and widespread of tl
consumption of popular culture fi'om South Asia, this subject has receive
very litde attention from the small but growing number of scholars studyir

culture in the region, popular or otherwise (for more see David 2008
Dangdut is a generic term referring to a ru.riquely Malay/Indonesian mus
sryle that mixes elements from Arabic, Indian and Malay traditions. Main
sung and enjoyed among the urban poor, dangdut was strongly associatr

with "bad taste" and the preferences of the lower classes until the 197(
when Rhoma Irama turned it into a respectable music genre. Even aft
Rhoma successfully elevated the status of dangdut (thanks in part to tl
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\Testern musical instruments he used and the rock music he blended into
his cornpositions), dangdut and Boliywood popular cultures more generally
have not enjoyed the same level of public prestige as their counterParts
from North America and Northeast Asia.rt
The reasons for this unequal statLls are complex. However, for our
present purposes, suffice it to note one small but important factor. Dangdut
has spawned multiple sub-genres among diverse groups of people, ranging
from the Islarnic proselytizing type of sentimental popular to genitallyfocused (Pioquinto 1995) dance music perfbrmances. In many Parts of Jaw,
indigenous mysticism is happily married to Hinduism blended with Islam
that came from India (and not the Middle East). On this most industrialized

island in Indonesia, the more etotic type of dangdut performance has
prevailed, especially among the iower classes. In 2003 the tl-ren little-known
Inul Daratista stirred up a nationwide controversy with her dangdut sensual
sir-rging and dancing. Professing to be a Muslim herself, Inul represents a
new cultural icon, a non-aristocratic Javanese Practice that celebrates bodily
pleasure and sexuality with a nominal Islarnic slant. To her clitics, Inul
epitomizes the moral corruption and decadence of the global Western-sryled
moderniry that Indonesia has wrongly adopted. In an ironic rwist, however,
no less a figure than Rhoma Irama, the King of Dangdut himself, made a
public attack on Inul and her rise to fame with a call for a boycott and a
moralistic coudemnarion of what she represented' With edicts from local
Muslim leaders and local government endorsement, Inul was banned from
perfbrming in several provinces in Indonesia, as well as in Maiaysia.
The saga of dangdut may at first seem unrelated to the discussion in

the previous sections. tiflhat is common to all the cultural forms discussed
here is the prevailir-rg consolidation of the new middle classes as a national
bourgeoisie. The emergence and popular recePtiolt of contemporary popular
cultures frorn Northeast Asia signals a strengthening of the moral position
or legitirnacy of the tastes and aspirations of the new middie classes across

the region. The nostalgic quesr for re-examination of past history and
injustices, along with the implicit appeal for new legitimacy for an ethnic
minority with significant capital as illustrated by Tbe Little Nyonya, ts an
expression

o[ the saine ideology.

Although it is the world's largest Muslim nation, Indonesia fbr toci long
assigned to Muslirns a status ai<in to that of a minoriry and che majoriryof
Muslims appeared to have adopted this "minority mentaliry' fWtrtheim, cited
in Vatikiotis 1998, p. 120). Until the 1980s Islam was widely associated with
poverry backwardness, and the countryside (Mahasin 1990). The commercial
slrccess of ,4yat-ayat Cinta is one of a number of more recent affirmations
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for a series of events that have reversed that long history of condescension
signified by the newly acquired political status, new wealth, and preoccupatior

with the aesthetics of everyday life in ways not yery different from thost
that appear in the drama series from Northeast Asia. There is a region-widt
desire to consume the best from both East and \7est, without being either
an Asian or a \Testerner as stereoryped on and off screen. Like dangdut
Bollywood rnovies and music, were not taken seriousiy or accorded an1
respect by the middle classes in Malaysia, Singapore or Indonesia until thr
late 1990s when Bollywood movies began to be "genuified" and to focur
on romantic dramas (instead of masculine acrion and suspense as in thr
previous decades) widr beautiful scenery, songs, and good-looking actorr
and actresses (David 2008, p. 180). Although there seems ro be a commor
pursuit of upward class mobility as outlined above, it is clear that not al
are equal among these different strands of cultural flows and styles. Hou
these new social, cultural, and technological changes offer prospects anc
pose challenges to a locally based area studies in the region will be the focur
of the concluding section below.

TOWARDS A POSSIBLE FUTURE
Recent changes in new media technology that injected new strength intc
media and cultural studies have, to an unprecedented extent, opened up nei^
space for home-grown agency in the production of knowledge. Potentially,
this also opens a new space for intellectnal innovation for a locally based
area studies. Under the ideal circumstances these developmencs (the new
nerworks, the new media, and the growing interests in cuitural and media
studies) could have converged and sparked serious investigations of subject
positions: what does it mean to be a "Southeast Asian" in the 2000s, studying
"Southeast fuia' and employing analytical tools largely invented and acquired
from outside the region? Unfortunately, to date such exploration has not
gone very far. Cultural studies, media studies, and the labels of some of the
approaches in those studies (post-structuralism, semiotics, post-modernism)
have been received with mixed reactions. Nlore than a few in area studies as
well as those in the traditional academic disciplines have resisted, dismissed
or avoided these new approaches and perspectives, some apparendy out oi
suspicion, plejudice or unfarailiariry.s2
Meanwhile, outside the formal acadernic confines of area studies, the
turn of the new millennium has witnessed the promising nerworks with
more or less the same spirit or similar goals. I do not have the knowledge
or the space to offer a complete [ist. Vithin the limited areas oF media and
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cultural stlldies alone, n.rention must be rlade of the extremely successful
endeavour of the Inter-Asia cultural studies project led by chua Beng Huat
(Singapore) and Chen Kuan Hsing (Taiwan). The project brings together
scholars, arrists and activists in Asia and the Pacific For a range of activities,
of which pLrblishing the rvell-respecred journal under the same name and
organizing periodic conferences have been the most notable. More specifically
focused on Southeast Asia is the corlmendable work of a smaller bur no
Iess acrive group under the name of the Association of southeasr Asian
cinemas, initiated by Khoo Gaik cheng and her friends. Reiared to this
is tfte Southeast Asia-Pacific Audiovis4al Archive Associatior-r (SEAPAVAA),
established rn 1995. Yogyakarta has been hosting the Jogja-Nerpac Asian

Film Festival each year. In late 2009 the Jakarta-based NGo Rumah Film
launched the first Islam-themed Film Festival in the region.
Norwitirstanding all this, as discussed in earlier sections, even when ail
these media and cultural innovations ale added together, their presence and
impact on rhe growrh of a locally-based area studies remains insignificant.
The commercially driven waves of Japanese, Korean, Bollywood, and Islamic
popular cultures have had far more impact on the development of a stronger
,.rrr. of regional identity and integration. 'frue, the commercialiy driven
diffusion of popular culture is unlikely to become a site or mechanism for
a 1ew, Iocally based area studies in the legion. The entertainment industry
has neirher rhe irrrerest nor capacity to sPonsor a sustained production
of academic knowledge and activities as widely expected by the scholarly
communities.
The future of an institutionalized nerwork of locally based area studies
1emains unclear. If such studies do grow further, one should not expecr rhem
ro corne with the same name, geographical reference' focus, approach and
character as the Southeasr Asian studies of the Cold \Var years. If a viable,
locally based area studies is to grow and flourish, I imagine that it will
nor be able to ignore, resisr, or dismiss conremporafy developments in the
new media as well as the enrerrainmenr and popular culture industry and
the var.ious llon- as well as trans-disciplinary approaches. As the sighm and
sounds of ornnipresent militarism gradually fade from the public space in
Southeast Asia, those of intra-regional popular culture move in. Serious study
of these new ubiquitous sounds and sights is no longer simply lewarding,
but has become mandatory lor any viable area study in rhis millennium.
A series of shifts will likely take place in such studies, in response to the
'fhese changes will
region's changing character and social relations within it.
ililtide a reduction in emphasis on the llation-state as a unit of anarlysis,
and correspondingly more emphasis on rransnational, sub-national, cross-
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regional, social groups based on gender, age, profession, class, religious or
ethnic affiliations. An important shift can also be anticipated in focus, fror-n
the study of formal political and economic institutions as well as the elite to
examining che fast-growing, confusingly fluid, and highly mobile nerworks
of social groups with hybrid, multiple and fragmented identities.
A soft narrative with a mote nuanced textlral or ethnograPhic approach
will probably gain more currency at the expense of statistics, diagrams,
and models. Increased attention will aiso likely be paid to tl-re dialectics
berween sub.iect positions and practice, in preference to the old emphasis
on values, belief systems, or social structures. More than ever before, a high
level or sophisticated mastery of at least one of the languages in the region
and an understanding of the intricacies of the information technology will
be pre-requisites in area studies. Under such circumstances locally based
intellectuals, as native speakers, will find themselves in a mote advantaged
position than ever before in a new area studies that will be srongly interested
in listening to the voices of fellow Asians as speaking subjects, instead of
regarding them as mere objects for analysis in the manner rhat characterized area studies in the previous century. If any of the above scenarios
makes sense, the increased cross-regional production and consumption of
popular cultural products can be expected to coltstitute a rnajor area of
intelest that did not exist in the previous periods of area studies.
This chapter has examined the potential contribution of the recent
growth of inter-regionai popular cultural products to the development of a
new generation and to the potential development of locally-based regional
-War. By
studies that wili succeed Southeast Asian Studies from the Cold
no mealls does this study suggest that con.emporary popular cultural
products are necessarily "neutral" or "good" in themselves or for the broader'
educational projects within the region or outside it. Obviously commercial
interests dictate most of the production and dissemination of these cultural
ploducts, occasionally at the expense of historical facts, and aesthetic and
moral values that are highly respected in academic settings. As hinted in
most of tl-re foregoing sections, a great nutnber of the major entertainment
including those that purport to preach moral or religious values
products
ds5svvs critical assessment. These products are ain-red to entertain the
-widest possible consumers fol the greatest possible profit, and not to educate
the public or challenge those in power. To achieve their aims, those behind
the production of popular cultures often rely on the already dominant brrt
problematic assumptions and prejudices and values (including various forms
of racism, essentialism, sexism), often with the unintended consequence
of reproducing and aestheticizing the status quo or promoting a new set
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of values of the wealthy urban middle classes. Thus, we have witnessed
the dominance of sentimental melodramas that appeal to the bourgeois
class acLoss Asia over the "superscitious" horror or "macho" action-oriented
narratives much enjoyed by the lower classes. Likewise, we have noted the
dominant position of cuitural products fi'om the stronger capitalist networks
in Northeast Asia and Singapore over those from the economically and
politically less stable nations in the i'egion. Ali these political and ethical
issues are very important, and should be taken more seriousiy oumide this
present study. Admittedly being somewhat one-sided, this preiiminary study
focuses on the potential contribution of these popular cultural products to
the mahing of a greater sense of regionalism or Asianness in the global world
alnong miliions of Southeast Asians from a wide spectrurn of backgrounds.
In turn, a stronger sense of regional identiry promises to be one necessary,
if not sufficient, condition fbr the possible and resilient growth of a locallybased area studies.
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shortcomings in this chapter remain solely the author's. The study is part of a
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Interestingly, in what appear to be separate events, in Japan (Otmazgin 2008),
Korea (Shin'r 2006), and cettain countries of Southerst Asia (Heryanto 2008b),
economic crises immediately preceded a series of events that led to a new

viblancy in popular cultural productiot-r.
I enjoyed the privilege of being involved in some of the 6rst of these networks
during their initial years, and I gratefully acknou,ledge the many insights I gained
fi'orn pzrrticipating in their activities.
Lockhard (1998), one of the earliest publisl.red books on popular cultures in
Southeast Asia, irnd reviewers of tl.ris book (Lenr 2000; Moro 2000) larneut the
gerreral lack of tecognition of the merits of studying popular cultures among
'!7hen
scl-rolars with an interest in the regior-r or iu any single country therein.
the Hong Kong Institute of Education organized an International Conference
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on Popular Culture and Education in Asia on 11-13 December 2008, the
organizer claimed that the evenr was the 6rst of its kind.
During the nationalist mo\.ement fbr independence in rhe first half of rhe
past century, it was common for "high cultured" men of letrers (journalisrs
and literary writers) to take a leading polidcal role, beFore taking a top offcial
position within the government of their newly independent natior-rs. This
trend disappeared when militarism swept across the region during the Cold
\War. Of late we see film actors and television entertainers entering state politics
irr the regiorr (see Heryanto 2O0Bb, 2010a, 2010b) in competition with the
business people.

In more or less the sarne period, telenovellas frorn Larin America were highly
popular, especially in the Philippines but also the neighbouring countries in
Southeast Asia. As we currently focus on the intra-Asian popular culture flows
from the turn of the century, rnany of the equally popular cultural products
from other geographical areas (including Latin America) will nor be included
ir-r our discussion.
This is one area that reminds us olr the iimited and unstable boundary that
defines what is or is not "Southeast Asian", tl-rus rhe need ro use the term with
some

llexibility and caution.

Even as late as 1998 the publication of Craig Lockhardt Dance of Life; Popukr
Music and Politia in Southeast Asia was promoted in the book blurb as "a

singularly original piece ofscholarship, unmatched in both breadth and detail".
Barely a year later, it appeared to have become history because it missed the
next, and bigger developments of popular culture in Southeast Asia and beyond.
The later developments were bigger not only in the sense that each of the countries he studied has produced works with multiple scales of commercial success
and popularity. More importantly, as highlighted in this study, there was a
remarkable increase in the scope and intensiry ofexchange as well as collaborarive
production and consumption ofpopular culture across the region and beyond.
As discursive sigr-ri6ers, "EasC', "Asia/ns" and "\7est/ern/ers" in this study do not
refer to some materially or physically objective enrities, locations, persons, or
qualities. Rather they have acquired multiple and compering meanings in our
coliective imaginations and speech through identifiable and analysable social
histories.

In Singapore (where I lived when the 1997 crisis hit) and to a lesser degree
in neighbouring Malaysia, more than a few local observers argued that these
two countries had survived tire crisis precisely because they had been rnore
vigorously faithful thar-r their neighbours to 'Asian Values". For more recenr
comments on the issue, see Chua (2010).
The'W'ests supremacy in the production and circulation of globai popular cultule
remained intact even after the ascendanry of the Northeast Asian counterparrs.
Iwabuchi (2002b, p. 459) argues that some of tl.re best examples of Japans
newly acquired global power in popular culture were restricted in Asia and not
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the lWest. Ever-r in the case of selectedJapanese cultut'al products that appear
to be strongll, popular in the \fest, their success was heavily indebted to the
assistance of the industrial networks of selected major American companies.
Shin (2009) describes in detail the series of an.rbitious attempts by popular
singer Rain and his manager Jinyoung Park to make inroads into the U.S.
market, but to no avail.
ir-r
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One c-aution is due with regard to such crude comparison. Television programmes
often help popularise films, comics or music, but usually not the other way
round.
In countries lihe Indonesia, access to movie theatres has recently become rather
lare and diffictilt lbr those living outside major cities. The total number of
movie theatres has shrunk dlamat.icalll,. Tl-re few new ones are concentrated
as cinemaplexes in up market sl-ropping malls in a sn-rall nurnber of capital
cities. The majoriry of old rnovie theattes in many parts o[ the country have
been abandoned by their owners, due to the rising costs of maintaining the
business in the face of the expansior-r of private television uetworks, political
liberalization, and the wide accessibiliry of DVD players and computers as u'ell
as the uncontrollable pilated DVD market.
Korean films have plenry of graphic violence scenes, pet'haps everl mote thatl
Hollywood titles do. This has not been the case with the Korean televised drama
series that have been aired in dre region and gained high ratings. Boll)'wood 6lms
rhat have circulated in the region have also exhibited a notable gentrification,
with more romantic melodramas and fewer violence-focused action hlms (for

details, see David 2008). In Southeast Asian councries where religion is a
part of high-level politics, local horror films and television series have been
frowned upon and discouraged by religious authorities as inappropriate. For
some rniddle-class literati, horrol stories signi$, backwardness and an antithesis
to modernity. In Indonesia, horror stolies find more freedom in the forr-n of
film and television programmes called "reaiiry shows" (see van lleeren 2007).
Local comedies often rely on cr-ude references to sex and slapstick comedy,
neirher of which appeals to the middle-class audience rhat consritute the
maioriry of the movie-goers in shopping malls. Instead of appearing fully as
a genre, comedy often finds space as sub-plots or selected scenes in some of
the successful rornance stories of the rneiodrama genfe.
See Siriyuvasak and Shin (2007, p. 124) for their comments on d1e case of
the Korean Vave that cleated 'jnale idols for young female consumption".
For Indorresia see Ida (2008); Merdikaningrl,as (2006); Pravitta (2004); and
Setijadi (2005). For Taiwan, see Yang (2008).
Tl're opposite is true in the rnajority of hypel-sentimental aud caricature-scyle
soap operas in several other countries in the region.
Sutely, Holly.wood t-novies do not represent Atnerican cinetna, 1et alone
"\Westeni' narrative tradit.ions. By no tneans is dre following comlnent inter-rded

to recuperate the "East

versus \X/est" dichotorny.
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Without resorting co overgeneralizing the heterogeneous region, examples of
such speech conventions can be easily found in Thailand and Jar.a as well as
Bali. In all these places, Sultans and Kings stiil command significant reverence
among ordinary people. To a significant degree such speech conventions can
also be seen in Japan. To cite one example from a famous text in Japan: "in a
love-story anirnation, Kimagure Orenjirodo, the hero and heroirre never con[ess
their love for each other" (Iwabuchi 2002b, p. 455).
Anecdotal evidence suggests that part of the attractiveness of these recent drama
series from Korea and ]apan is their depiction of a somewhat distant, but
desirable, qLraliry of life: the combination of the industriousness and resilience of
the protagonists wirh the exuberant lifesryle depictions in many scenes (fhshion
clothing, fine dining, boutique home interiors, and so on) that tantalize the
viewers' imagination. For examples of critical discussion of the cultural proxin-rity
debate see Setijadi (2005); Iwabuchi (2002a, pp. 130-34); Otmazgin (2007).
Tl.re genealogy of Meteor Garden (Liilxtng Hual,uan) is inreresting, and it
deserwes a separate comparative discussion. This 2001 'Iaiwan series was based
on award-wir-rning Japanese manga stories Hana Yori Dango (1992) authored
by Yoko Kamio. Meteor Garden has been the most commercially successful
series

in Indonesia to date, and probably in the neighbouring countries in

Soutlreast Asia too. (ln other countries the Korean drama Winter Sonata
was reporcedly more popular.) Only after it had become evident that Juleteor
Garden generated a great deal of revenue was a sequel (Meteor Garden [I)
made in 2003. A Japanese version of the television series was then produced
in 2005. Though neither ofthe nvo was a flop, neither was able to repeat the
popularity or commercial success of the first series of Meteor Garelen. Despite
this, and inspired by other success stories of Korean hits, a Korean version
of the series was produced in 2009 under the *le Kleotboda namja, better

known in English as Boys Ouer Flouers.
Some of the more semi-historical television series and 6lms are exceptions.
But even in tl-re latter cases, what one can learn from these popular cultures
about history is never presented in any straightforward way as the case of
The Little Nyonya illustrates below Historical accuracy or education is not
necessarily essential in the historical genre stories when they are designed,
manufacttLred and sold primarily for mass entertainrnent with the aim of
21

maximum profit-making.
For discussion on the "odourless" (mukokuseki) or "faceless" nature of widely
popular Japanese popular culture products see Iwabucl.ri (2002b, pp. 455-55)
and Otmazgin (2007).
Secularity is common in Holly"wood stories as well as Korean and ]apanese
stories, regardless of how strongly religious a significant number of the population in Northeast Asia and the U.S. may be.
Elsewhere, Chua (2004, p. 209) mentions a similar leature which he believes
to have impeded the possibility for Chinese popular culture to reach the
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scale

of popularity achieved by its Korean, Taiwanese or Japanese counterparts. \7e should notc thar A,nderson (2002, p. 24) identifies similar reasons
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